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Labdoo Recipient Agreement 

Labdoo and MWANZA e.V. collaborated to collect donated computer and laptops. 

Labdoo.org took care of the technical refurbishment, while MWANZA e.V. managed the 

shipping and organizational aspects. 

Dear Computer receiver, 

We are very pleased to have the opportunity to contribute to your project by providing 

technology to help bridge the digital divide. 

With every right comes responsibilities. Technology, when adequately used, can provide very 

powerful means to aid those that are most in need. But if used improperly, it can also 

damage our environment. By receiving the above items, you are automatically accepting to 

abide by the following Labdoo global responsibilities: 

(1) The items received will be used only for educational use within St. Augustine University. If 

you intend to use it for a different purpose, you will contact first the Labdoo team at 

wuerzburg-hub@labdoo.org. Only schools and projects may claim for Labdoo computer 

donations and not by individuals. If Labdoo reviser visit your project and discovered donated 

items are missing, your school / project will be excluded from Labdoo support and CANNOT 

receive any further donation.  

(2) In the case that an incidence occurs to any of the received items, that the device no longer 

works properly or does not work at all, please contact, Thomas Barcatta (wuerzburg-

hub@labdoo.org) The broken devices must be brought to MITz Group Company Limited also 

knows as MITzKITS  contact@mitzkits.co.tz  Phone:+255 658648954 and will then be checked 

for errors and repaired if possible.  

(2.1) When an item breaks, malfunctions or get lost, it must always be reported to Thomas 

Barcatta from MWANZA e.V (thomas@barcatta.de) 

(2.2) At the end of the life of any of the received items, it must be proberly recycled. 
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(3) Every six months, please write also a message to the wall at 

https://www.labdoo.org/content/labdoo-global-support-lgs  with the list of computers that 

you have and their status (working or not working). If we do not hear from you, Labdoo won't 

be able to provide more educational computers, laptops and tablets for your project. 

(4) Labdoo computers are offered for free to you for education purposes. In return, you agree 

to not use the computers for commercial reasons and you agree not to charge any fee for the 

usage of the computers. 

(4.1) The donated items cannot be resold to make money or exchange with other valuable 

items. 

(4.2) If discovered donated items are missing, your school / project will be excluded from 

Labdoo support and CANNOT receive any further donation. 

(5) In order to confirm receipt of goods and to document the donation, you will be asked to 

send meaningful photos.  

By returning this form filled in, SAUT confirms owning all rights on sent materials (current or 

in the future) submitted to Labdoo.org and MWANZA e.V. and allowing such content to be 

publicly available.  

In addition, SAUT confirms having approval for taking pictures of the children and/or any 

person benefiting from Labdoo computers, laptops, tablets or any Labdoo donations, from 

their parents and/or legal guardians. Labdoo.org explicitly points to the fact that sent 

materials and pictures/photos may be used online and/or offline, and hence that they can be 

accessed by third parties, and that such pictures are used to help preserve the transparency 

and accountability of the projects. 

We thank you for your commitment to make our world a better place and we wish you best 

of luck in your humanitarian mission. 

The Labdoo Team and MWANZA e.V. 

 

 

Thomas Barcatta 

This is to agree that, St. Augustine University of Tanzania will adhere with the Labdoo 

requirement and will take responsible for making sure that the Computers are used properly 

and lawfully. 

 

Responsible Person ………………………..………………………   Signature …………………………………… 

Date ……………………………… 

Stamp (if Available) 

Appendix: Confirmation of Receipt 
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